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Abstract

Recent results from the CLEO co~aboration in Charm and Beauty
decays are presented. Results of a search for the radiative decay of the
D*+ meson are presented, as wefl as a remeasurement of the D* branch-
ing ratios, Prehminary results on rare B decays are also presented as
we~ as a preliminary results on the semileptonic B+ and B“ inclusive

branching ratios.

1 Introduction

The local interest in building a so called B factory here at’ SLAC, and from
where I came from, Cornell University, compels me to discuss measurements
made recently ~ith the CLEO-II detector in the CESR stor~ge ring, that are
not only interesting for the intrinsic physics content but may have an impact
on future B-fac~ory designs. Since the CLEO-II detector was commissioned in
the fall of 1989, over l~b-l of T(4S) data has been recorded, corresponding
to over one million B~ decays. This has been a direct result of the superb
performance of the CESR storage ring, which now operates with a peak lumi-
nosity of 2.5 * 1032cm-2sec-1. The CLEO-II detector records approximately
7.5pb-l of data on a typical day, with a peak day of 10.5pb-l. The large data

iset coup, ed with an excellent detector provides us with sensitivity approaching
theoretical expectations in many rare decay mod~s.
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2 The CLEO-II detector

The cylindrical 4m CLEO-II detector consists of central tracking detectors,
time-of- flight scintillator, and m electromagnetic calorimeter immersed within
a 1.5 Tesla magnetic field. Outside of the magnetic field lays a sandwich of
ranging steel and proportional detectors. A detailed description of the CLEO
11 detector can be found elsewhere [1].

The tracking detectors and CsI calorimeter provide excellent efficiency and
resolution for charged tracks and photons. The charged particle momentum

resolution is measured to be

‘ (~)z = (0.0015p)2 + (0.005)2 pin GeV/c. (1)

and the energy resolution of the calorimeter is measured to be

y(%) == +1.9 –O.lE E in GeV. (2)

The fact that CLEO-II detects neutrals with efficiency and resolution compara-
ble to the charged particle system has been a great advantage in reconstructing
processes that include ~’s or To’s in the final state.

3 Remeasurement of the D* branching ratios

Although the branching fractions for the five possible decay modes of the D*+
and D.” have been measured by several experiments [2-3], the decay mode,

IJ*+ ~ D+ ~ has not been directly observed. Using the exceptional resolution
and efficiency of the CSI calorimeter, we attempt to observe for the first time
the radiative decay of the D-+. In the process we obtain new measurements
for all the D* branching ratios [4]. This analysis is based in 780 pb-’ of
continuum and resonance data.

3.1 B(D*” ~ Demo) and B(D*” ~ D“y)

Since the som of the B(D”” - D“~o) and B(D*” - DO~) must sum to unit~,
u D.0-DOy

the ratio ~j~.,-~, .~, determines the absolote branching fractions for the two

decay channels. For both modes we use the Do ~ Ii-n+ decay channel so that
systematic in reconstructing the Do cancel in the ratio. All di-photon combi-
nations within 3.OU (u.. = .5J~e V/c2) of the known To mass (0.135 Me V/c2)
are select ed as r“ candidates. We require each of the photons to be in the
barrel portion of the calorimeter, ICOS(07)I< 0.71. We then cinematically
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Figure 1: Mws difference distributions for (a) Do - DoV combinations and
(b) D“” ~ D“xo combinations. The points are for mass difference candidates
for Do candidates within the D signal region while the histogram represents
fake Do candidates by using sidebands in ~ mass.

constrain the 7 four vectors to the known rr” m~s. For the electromagnetic
transition we require that the photon be incident in the barrel portion of
the calorimeter and that it be forward with respect to the D=o laboratory
momentum in the D.” center-of-maas. This cut reduces the soft photon back-
ground. Combinatorics background is also reduced by requiring that the D=o
have a large fraction of the available momentum, zD.0 = pD.o/p~~, > 0.5.

Figure 1 shows the mass difference, 6 = ~D.0 – ~DO – Q, for the two-decay
channels. The solid points represent the signal and the histogram is from @
mass sidebands.

In addition to the two yields we need the relative efficiency ~. We de-

termine the ratio of efficiencies via a full GEANT simulation of the detector
[5]. We assign a systematic error of 5% on the efficiency ratio by studying the
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~Decay Mode Branching Fraction
CLEO II(%) IPDB[7] (%)

D“+ + D+T 1.1 +1.4+1.5 18+4
D.t + D+;” 31.0 * 0.5& 0.7 27.1 + 2.5
D~~ ~ DO~t 67.9 +1.1+2.0 55+4
D“” + Do? 36.5 + 2.3 ~ 3.5 45*6

D*” + D“rro 63.5 ● 2.3 ~ 3.5 55+6

Table 1: Branching ratios for D* decays.

r~~i~ ‘( V-TOTO‘0)
~(?-?~) “

The values obtain for the D*” branching ratios are in Table 1.

3.2 B(D*+ + D+To), B(D*+ + D+?) and B(D*+ ~ D“m+)

Determining the D*+ branching fractions is complicated by the fact that there
are three available channels. However isospin and phase space fix the ratio of
~ D.+-D”.+
~[D.+-D+=o] to2.19 + 0.17 [6]. With this constraint we need only to measure

the ratio of ~(D.+-D+7)
B(DS+-D+.O ) tOdetermineallthreebranchingratios.Theanalysis

proceeds as in the D*” case, only now we reconstruct Dt + K- m+m+. We
cut harder on the momentum fraction of the D*+, ~D.+ > 0.7, to further
reduce the combinatorics background and provide increased sensitivity to the
electromagnetic transition.

Figure 2 shows the mass difference plots for the two decay channels. The
d~hed histogram in Fig. (2a)is the signal distribution for D*+ - D+~, while the
solid histogram represents background from D+ mass sidebands. The solid
points are described below. Figure (2a) shows an enhancement in the signal
region, however there is a known background due to D: + Dj~ transitions.
This feed down occurs when D> decays into three charged tracks that happen
to fall in the D+ mass region when combined as l{-~+T+. To elimiqate some
of this background we reject mass combinations consistent with D$ + Or+
or D$ + 1{-1{+ hypothesis. This veto rejects approximately 73% of the D:+
decays and retains 84% of the true D*+ decays. The background subtracted
signal is shown as the solid points in Fig. (2a) Using the yields from the mass
difference plots we obtain the branching ratios listed in Table 1.

The value measured for D*+ + Dt~ is significantly lower than previ-
ous measured values for this decay. This new small value for D*t + Dt~
eliminates the need for an anomalously large charm quark magnetic moment
necessary for the previously large values of D*+ ~ D+y. We use the mea-
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Figure 2: Mass difference distributions for (a) D*t ~ D+? combinations and
(b) D*+ ~ D+ To combinations. The points are for mass difference candidates
for Dt candidates within the D signal region while the histogram represents
fake D+ candidates by using sidebands in Do mass. The dashed histogram in
(a) is the D“t ~ D+~ signal before subtracted feed down from D;+ - Dy7
decays. f
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surement to place an upper limit on the decay D*+ ~ D+y of 4.2% at the

90% confidencelevel.The new values for the D* branching ratios will effect
any previous exclusive measurement of B a PX, specifically the change in
the D“+ ~ D“rr+ will scale all B ~ P+X branching ratios by a factor of
0.81. The increase precision of the CLEO-II measurements of the ~ branch-
ing ratios will also aid in reducing systematic errors in B branching ratios that
involve these channels. .

4 Searches for rare B decays

CLEO presentl~bas the largest data set of B~pairs recorded ine+e- inter-
actions (over 106 B~ events on tape). Although hadronic cross sections for
b-quark production aretwoorders ofmagnitude larger than the cross section
for e + e- ~ T(4s), the Iurnirrosity of the CESR storage ring gives cLEo bet-
tersensitivity to rare two-body Bdecays than any other current machine. In
addition to thelarge data set, theclearrliness of thee+ e- environment coupled
with efficient charged particle tracking and neutral detection enables CLEO
to set limits forrare decay modes approaching theoretical predictions. CLEO
also benefits from the CO1>[raint that the B meson must have energy equal
to that of the beam energy, this allows the calculation of the beam constraint
mass. The B mass is calculated as follows

(3)

The energy constraint reduces the width of the B mass by an order of magni-
tude, thus aiding background discrimination.

In this section I will present results on searches for the CP eigenstate,
B“~~,Ko, Bo~@K*o, and Bo~r+r-. Because these decay modes are CP

eigenstate, knowledge of their decay rates is of interest to B-factory designers.
Results will also be presented for an inclusive search for b ~ sy decays, which,
if observed, would be evidence for an electromagnetic penguin decay of the B“
meson.

Current measurements of branching ratio of BO - K~@ indicate that ap-
proximately 10s Bow events are needed to observe CP violation in the B
system. Additional CP eigenstates of the B“ meson can aid in reducing the
estimated luminosity requirements, One such state is B“ - @K*”. The decay
B“ - ~Ii”o is complicated by the fact that the CP of the final state depends

on the angular momentum of the final state. The final state has even CP

Decay Mode I Events I Efficiency (incl. BR)(%) ] Branching Ratio (%)
B- ~ ~,1<- 43+ 6.7 4.5 + 0.20 I 0.102+ 0.016+ 0.013
BO+ +1{0 6 + 2.4 0.61 + 0.02 0.102* 0.043* 0.017
BO q *1{”0 28.5 ~ 5.3 2.08 + 0.10 0.147 + 0.028+ 0.025
B- + +1{”- 10 & 3.2 0.60 + 0.04 I 0.178+ 0.056+ 0.026

Table 2: Exclusive B ~ tiK(”) results.

when the orbital angular momentum, L, is O or 2, and has odd CP for L= 1. If
any one of these angular momentum states dotinates the finrd state, then this
mode can be used for CP violation studies. If the final state is a mixture of
angular momentum states all is not lost, as a detailed moments analysis can
be done to separate out the different CP eigenstates [8].

In this section new measurements of the branching ratio of B- 4 *K- and
B“ ~ @K” will be presented. Measurements of B(BO ~ ~IK”o), K“” ~ K-rr+
and B(B– - @K*-), K“- ~ K-To will also be presented along with a mea-
surement of the polarization in the B ~ +X* decays. $’s are reconstructed
in the e+e- channel and the p+p- channel. Figure 3 shows the incIusive @
yield for the two dilepton channels in 923 pb-’ of data collected at the T(4S)
resonance.

The ~’s are then combined with K’s and K*’s to form B candidates. Figure
4 shows the beam constrained mass for the four B A @K(”) modes. The yields,
eficiency and measured branching ratios are tabulated in Table 2.

Using isospin symmetry we can combine these results to obtain

B(B 4 ~K*)

B(B e @K)
= 1.52+ 0.43 . (4)

This ratio is in agreement with the prediction from the BSW model of 1.61
[9] .

4.1.1 Polarization measurements of B ~ @K*

In addition to the B 4 @K* brancbing ratio, we measure the polarization of
the @K” angular decay distributions. Integrating over X, the angle between
the ~J and K. decay planes, we can write the decay angular distributions as

#r 1.2

dcose~dcose~.
m ~stn oK. (l+cos*e~)(lH+112 tlH_,l*)+cos2eK. sin2Q$lHo12,

(5)
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with et, defined w the angle between the lepton direction in the @ rest frame
~d the @ direction in the B rest fr~e, ~d e~. defined = the ~gle between the K
direction in the K“ rest frame and the K* direction in the B rest frame. We
use an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to fit the twodecay angles simulta-
neously. Figure 5 shows the efficiency corrected angular distribution for the
39 observed B - @Ii* events with the results of the fit overlaid. We find the
longitudinal term dominates the rate

(:)B_$~. = 0.78+ 0.10+ 0.10 . (6)

The large amount of polarization suggests that this mode can be used to study
CP violation. ~

The penguin decay b A s~ would manifest in B 4 Ii”~ final states. The
theoretical predictions for exclusive B - Ii*~ modes are not m reliable as the
inclusive prediction for the b ~ 97 rate. The fact that the ~ for all possible

Ii* channels falls within a narrow ener~ range, allows CLEO to search for
an inclusive signal for b A ST. BE events are selected by cutting on the
event shape, R2 < 0.5 [10]. We then search for isolated photons in the
barrel portion of the calorimeter that fafl within 2.2 GeV and 2.7 GeV in
energy. This region has an efficiency of 85 + 570 for the inclusive b ~ 97 rate.
We take a conservative approach and use c > 70% when calculating upper
limits. Continuum q~ background is subtracted by using scaled continuum
data. Figure 6 shows the continuum subtracted photon energy distribution
for 507 pb-’ of data. The number of events within the signal region is 120 +55
photons. Outside the kinematical limit for photons from B decays, 3 GeV
< Ev <4 GeV, we observe 58 + 47 photons, consistent with O. We use the
number of observed photons to set an upper limit on the inclusive B(b ~ s7) at
8.4 * 10-4 at the 90% confidence level. The current Standard Model prediction
for inclusive B(b - ST) is 3 – 4 * 10-4.

4.3 B“ + T+r- and B“ + Ii+T-

The search for the CP eigenstate, B“ ~ ~+=-, is complicated by charged

particle identification at high momentum. Since the BO is approximately at
rest in the lab frame the r or Ii have approximately 2.6 GeV/c of momentum.
The CLEO-II detector provides almost 2U separation in dE/dx in this range.
To discriminate among the four possible choices for the decay, ~+rr-, rr+Ji-,
Ii+ x- and Ii+ Ii-, we form a X2 based on the energy loss measurements,
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Figure 5: $ and K. decay angle distribution for B ~ d~. decays. The
overlaid smooth curves are projections of an unbinned maximum likelihood
fit.
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Figure 6: Photon yield u a function of energy after continuum subtraction.
The signal region for b ~ ST is between 2.2 and 2.7 GeV.

dE/dx. We calculate X* for each of the four hypotheses, for example the
K+rr- X2 is m follows:

We then choose the hypothesis that hm the highest probability, as long ~
it is greater than 10Yo. Monte Carlo studies show that we select the correct
hypothesis 65% of the time. Krr combinations are misidentified as rrrr com-
binations 9% of the time, and K~ combinations are misidentified 18% of the
time.

In addition to particle assignments, we require that the event pass hadronic
selection criteria and have at le=t five charged tracks. To reduce the amount
of continuum background we cut on the angle, ~, between the thrust axis of
the candidate tracks and the thrust axis of the rest of the event. We require
Ices(@) [ <0.7, neutral energy clusters with ener~ greater than O.O5OGeV are
used in the event thrust axis determination. To further reduce the continuum
background we use the candidate thrust axis, B flight direction, and variables
describing the momentum flow of the event to form a Fisher discriminant. The
Fisher discriminant had 85% efficiency for the signal events while rejecting 57%
of the continuum background.

Figure 7 shows the beam constrained mms for those events that pass the
cuts and are within A2U of the beam energy for B“ + T+rr- and B“ + Ktr–.

Decay Efficiency lNO. Estimated BR UL (X10-5) at 90% CL
hfode % Events Background This Result Previous Result
~+=– 19+3 4 1.2 + 0.2 4.8 9 (Ref [12])
I{+r- 19+3 .5 1.4 + 0.4 5.6 9 (Ref [13])

Table 3: Preliminary upper limits BO branching ratios.
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Figure 7: Beam constrained mass distribution for (a) rr+n- and (b) Kt~-
candidates. The signal region is indicated by the arrows.

Figure 8 shows the AE distribution for events within *2o of the B mass. We
count 4 m+m– events and 5 Z{+r– events in the signal region. ~ estimate the
background to be 1.2 f 0.2 events for the rr+n- mode and 1.4*0.2 for the K+ T-
mode. The background is estimated from sidebands in AE and sidebands in
the constrained ~ mass distributions. The upper limits obt&ined from the
observed events is shown in Table 3, The upper limits obtained are smaller
than previously o}tained upper limits. The ntrr- upper limit is approaching
theoretical predictions obtained with a value of V.b = 0.1 [1I].

5 Inclusive B(B ~ XIV) measurement

Since ther4 isn’t enough phase space for additional particles, the T(4S) decays
into a B~’pair, By reconstructing one of the B me<ons the flavor of the other
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Figure 8: AE distribution for (a) rr+rr- and (b) K+r- candidates. The signal
region is indicated by the arrows.

B is determined. In addition if one subtracts the tracks and showers that
compose the ta~ed B, one is left with tracks and showers from an unbiased
B partner meson. Using this tagging technique we memure the inclusive B
semi-leptonic branching ratios by looking for leptons in a large sample of fully
reconstructed B+ and B“ mesons.

To integrate as much as possible of the D and B meson branching fraction,
we use tbe following D meson decays:

Do ~ K-x+

h K-rr+rro
+ Ii’-rr+r-r+
+ I<~rr+r- ,

D+ +l<-rr+rr+

4 Ii’;~+
+ 1<’:T+rro
d Ii’~rr+rr+rr-

and the following D“ decays:

D*+ ~ DOn+

+ D+To
D“” ~DOrro.

1’D Scaled Continuum D Scaled Continuum

nt

5.225 5.245 5265 S.2855.225 5,245 5.265 5205
B“ Mass (GeV/c2) BO MOSS (GeV/c’)

Figure 9: Beam constrained B+ and B“ m~s distributions. The shaded
squares represent the scaled continuum background.

The B mesons are then reconstructed in the following channels:

B ~ Drrk
* D9rr*

b Dp*
~ D8pk
* Da:
d D*a~ .

We also use the clean B 4 @K(wK*) decays where the 4 decays into two
leptons (electrons or muons). Figure 9 shows the beam constrained maas for
charged and neutral B’s. We find 601.5 +57.9 charged and 492.7 +43.6 neutral
B mesons.

To obtain the inclusive semi-leptonic rates we now focus on the tracks left
in the event once we subtract off the reconstructed B. Paying attention to
lepton efficiencies and fake rates we obtain the yields in Table 4.

The overall efficiency for detecting leptons in the find state is model de-
pendent. For this analysis we use the model of ISGW and lSGW to pre-
dict the lepton momentum spectra. Where ZSGW model assumes B ~ Dlv
and B + D*1v saturate the semi-leptonic width, and ZSGW* ~sumes B ~
D“*1v = 26% of the width [14]. The inclusive B(B A XIV) results are shown
in Table 5 for the two different models. Since the lifetime is proportional
to the inclusive semi-leptonic branching ratio, the ratio of the inclusive semi-
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Elect rons Muons Fake Electrons Fake Muons
B+ g6,2 ● 12.2 60.4 ~ 8.6 7.6 + 1.5 5.5+ 1.7

B“ 60.1 + 9.6 39.1 + 6.9 4.1 + 0.8 2.7 + 0.8

Table 4: Efficiency (acceptance only) corrected lepton yields and fake yields.

~ B“ 10.8 *2.1*1.4 11.5*2.3* 1.4

Table 5: Inclusive semi-leptonic branching ratios for the charged and neutral
B mesons.

leptonic branching ratios is equal to the ratio of lifetimes. ~ = ~$1~~~~}.

~Jsing the results in Table 5 we obtain ~ = 1.11 + 0.29+ 0.08. The model

dependency of this result is contained in the systematic error. This result is
independent of the relative production cross section of charged and neutral B
mesons. This result is in agreement with the previously measured ratio from
the ratio of ~- from CLEO [15] ~ = (0.89 + 0.19 + 0.13) (fo/~+)

and ARGUS [16] ~ = (1,00 ~ 0.23 A 0.14) (~0/~+). Where ~0/~+ is the ratio

of B“ to B+ produced in T(4S) decays.

6 Conclusions

New results from the CLEO collaboration have been presented. The new upper
limit on B(D*+ + D+~) differs from previous measurements of this branching
ratio. The new value eliminates the need for a large anomalous magnetic
moment for the charm quark. The new branching ratios measured for the D*
decays will scale previously measured B ~ D*X branching ratios.

CLEO has searched for penguin decays of the B meson, and has set new
lower upper limits for B A m+r-, B - I{+m-, and b + ST decays. Additional

data and better understanding of the detector will aid these searches. New
measurements of B + 4JI{(-) branching ratios were presented along with
measurements of the polarization in the @l{* decays. These measurements
will help determine the luminosity requirements for studying CP violation in
the B system.

An exhaustive effort to obtain a large sample for tagged B events has
started to bear fruit with the exclusive semileptonic measurement of the B+
and B“ mesons. These tagged events with clean fully reconstructed B’s rep-
resent a relatively new frontier in B physics, which we plan to exploit to its
fullest potential.
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